many amino acid biosynthetic operons in enteric bacteria (e.g., the his and trp leader pause signals). These Department of Bacteriology University of Wisconsin-Madison pause and termination signals each include a nascent RNA stem-loop structure (not all classes of pause and Madison, Wisconsin 53706 termination signals do). Each signal is multipartite and depends on (i) the pause or terminator RNA hairpin, (ii) the 3Ј-proximal region between the hairpin and the RNA In bacteria, premature termination of transcription by 3Ј end, (iii) the 3Ј nucleotide and incoming nucleoside RNA polymerase (RNAP) or inhibition of termination in triphosphate (NTP), and (iv) duplex DNA downstream DNA segments preceding targeted genes regulates profrom the RNA 3Ј end (Figure 1 ). cesses from amino acid biosynthesis to phage replicaAt both the pause and termination sites, this multipartion and assembly. In these regulatory DNA segments, tite signal appears to control two distinct mechanistic a prodigious diversity of mechanisms couples cellular branchpoints (Figure 1 ) (Chan et al., 1997, and referinformation to regulatory decisions by RNAP (see references therein). The first branchpoint (isomerize versus ences in Uptain et al., 1997) .
which can mislocate RNAP's active site over an internal phosphodiester in the synthesized RNA chain so that escape requires active site-catalyzed hydrolysis of the transcript (usually stimulated by the auxiliary proteins GreA or GreB in bacteria or SII in eukaryotes).
For decades, biologists have puzzled over how the elongating transcription complex (TC) can rapidly transcribe the long segments of DNA that comprise genes or operons (up to 10 4 or 10 6 bp at up to 100 nt/s or 30 nt/s in bacteria or higher eukaryotes, respectively) yet still recognize these regulatory signals. RNAP must grip RNA and DNA tightly enough to avoid even a low frequency of dissociation yet loosely enough to translocate along the chains quickly, and it must be able to reverse one or both of these properties with high efficiency at the single template positions where pausing or termination is programmed. Alternative theories have emphasized either RNA:DNA base-pairing or protein-nucleic acid contacts as the key determinants of TC stability, depicted in brackets and indicated by two-headed arrow). Hairpin formation then triggers isomerization to the paused TC. IsomerizaIn this short review, I will (i) describe our current undertion competes with bypass, in which NTP addition allows RNAP to standing of exemplary pause and termination signals, move past the potential site of pausing or termination. In the paused (ii) explain the alternative views of TC structure and the TC, differences in the length and composition of the 3Ј-proximal sliding-clamp model, and (iii) discuss how well this new RNA determine the stability of the RNA:DNA hybrid, whether the model explains pausing, termination, and other mysterhairpin disrupts RNA-RNAP contacts upstream from the hybrid, and ies of RNA chain elongation and its regulation. movements in attenuation control regions that precede pathways determines the fraction of RNAP molecules A Synthesis: RNAP as a Sliding Clamp that pause (pausing efficiency), whereas the rate of Recent findings suggest a synthesis of the inchworm escape determines the dwell time (half-life). At a terminaand monotonic models in a sliding-clamp model of tor, termination efficiency may be determined by compe-RNAP translocation ( Figure 2D ). In this view, a relatively tition between pausing and bypass, between dissociarigid RNAP can slide backward along the RNA and DNA tion and escape, or both (see Figure 1) . chains shifting the RNA:DNA hybrid and the transcripThese different outcomes result from slight differtion bubble with it. This would displace the RNA 3Ј end ences in the signal. The 3Ј-proximal RNA at terminators from the active site (possibly to a distinct RNAP site) as is 7-9 nt (versus 10 or 11 for trp and his pause signals) the downstream duplex re-forms. Lateral stability of the and contains at least 3 tandem U residues immediately TC (i.e., its resistance to sliding) depends on the strength after the hairpin (7 or more U's obviate the effects of of the RNA:DNA hybrid at nearby template positions. downstream DNA at terminators). Arrest also involves Associative stability (the thermodynamic barrier to discompetition between rapid elongation and decay to an sociation) depends on a clamp-like feature of RNAP that inactive state, and is stimulated by U-tracts in RNA and encircles the downstream DNA duplex. Inchworm-like certain downstream DNA sequences, but not by RNA footprints could arise because RNAP slides backwards hairpins (Uptain et al., 1997, and references therein) .
to re-form a stable RNA:DNA hybrid when it is halted at Alternative Models of TC Structure and Regulation successive positions where the hybrid is weak. Hairpin Two ideas have dominated the past decade of thinking formation or a new strong hybrid would inhibit sliding, about TC structure and regulation. Yager and von Hippel creating the apparent discontinuous jump. Sliding of (1991) explained how RNAP switches from rapid, stable RNAP forward and backward while the DNA is being elongation to termination by postulating that an ‫21ف‬ bp digested by nucleases could reduce the number of base RNA:DNA hybrid is the chief thermodynamic barrier to pairs that appear to be protected within DNA footprints. TC dissociation. In this model (Figure 2A, monotonic This model arose from independent findings by transcription), RNAP maintains an unchanging set of Reeder and Hawley (1996) and Komissarova and Kash-RNAP-nucleic acid contacts that translocate by one bp lev (1997) that arrest can be blocked by oligos paired or nt along the DNA and RNA chains as each NMP is to nascent RNA as it exits from the TC (6-10 mers hybridadded. Termination results solely from partial disruption ized to within 14-16 nt of RNA 3Ј end). Both groups of the RNA:DNA hybrid by hairpin formation and the suggest that the oligos block arrest by preventing upknown instability of the residual rU·dA base pairs.
stream sliding of an inflexible RNAP, in disagreement An alternative model was proposed by Chamberlin with the inchworm model's predictions that neither the (1995), who argued that the hybrid makes no contribu-RNA footprint nor the downstream DNA contact change tion to TC stability and may be only 2-3 bp. Noting upon arrest ( Figure 2C ). Komissarova and Kashlev (1997) differences in the sizes of DNA and RNA footprints when directly demonstrate that constant-sized RNA and DNA RNAP was halted by withholding NTPs at successive footprints move upstream as a halted complex becomes template positions (called halted complexes to distinarrested. guish from a paused TC, Figure 2B ), Chamberlin sugAlthough a version of the inchworm model (Reeder gested an inchworm model of elongation ( Figure 2C ).
and Hawley, 1996) could explain the antiarrest activity Alternate locking and sliding of front and back DNA and of oligos (but not the RNA footprints), several additional RNA contacts in a flexible RNAP could ensure that the findings strongly support the sliding-clamp model. First, enzyme always maintains at least one tight contact. This it readily explains the increasing sizes of GreB-stimuwould produce the cycles that were observed in TCs lated 3Ј-cleavage products in TCs with short DNA foothalted at successive template bases: shrinking DNA prints (see Figures 2C and 2D ): the active site relocates footprints ‫33ف(‬ bp→‫52ف‬ bp) and growing RNA footupon sliding, in contradiction of the inchworm model's prints ‫81ف(‬ nt→‫52ف‬ nt), followed by "jumps" that reset assumption that the RNA 3Ј end defines the position of them to the original dimensions ( Figure 2B) . the active site in halted complexes. These periodic changes in halted TCs were not obSecond, Erie et al. (1993) found that NMP misincorposerved at all template positions but were found precedration traps the TC in an elongation-incompetent state, ing pause, arrest, and termination sites and as RNAP escape from which is limited by NTP-binding and is initially moves away from promoters (Chamberlin, 1995;  greatly stimulated by GreA transcript cleavage protein. Nudler et al., 1995; Wang et al., 1995; Zaychikov et al., Backward sliding into a nearly arrested conformation 1995; and references in Uptain et al., 1997) . This sugwhen a base mismatch destabilizes the hybrid readily gested that discontinuous movements of RNAP mediate explains these results and suggests a simple mechasteps in pausing, termination, and arrest. For instance, nism for transcriptional proofreading. an inchworm compression could set up a rearrangement Third, jaws of a clamp-like cleft suitably dimensioned of the TC in which a forward jump in the downstream to surround duplex DNA ‫52ف(‬ Å diameter) appear open DNA contact coincident with hairpin formation leads in a structure of E. coli RNAP containing initiation to pausing or termination (pause/terminate, Figure 2C ).
factor, but closed when is absent (as expected in an Arrest might occur if the upstream DNA contact inopporelongating TC; Polyakov et al., 1995) . The jaws may be tunely moves upstream, relocating the active site backcomprised of parts of the ␤Ј and ␤ subunits that encircle wards along the RNA and blocking NTP addition (arrest, the downstream DNA duplex (see references in Nudler Figure 2C ). In an inchworm model most consistent with et al., 1997). These jaws may resemble the replication available data, arrest does not change the RNA footprint processivity factors that associate with DNA polymerbecause an exit-point contact remains locked (see Nudler et al., 1995; Wang et al., 1995) .
ases, encircle DNA as dimers or trimers, and slide freely (Chamberlin, 1995) . RNA in a 3Ј-proximal RNA-binding site lengthens as the active-site-containing domain slides forward. Vertical arrows indicate observed positions of GreB-stimulated transcript cleavage. At a pause or terminator, hairpin formation occurs coincident with a forward leap of the downstream contact. Arrest does not change the RNA footprint because an exit point contact remains locked (not depicted explicitly in the figure; see Nudler et al., 1995; Wang et al., 1995) . (D) Sliding-clamp model (Reeder and Hawley, 1996; Komissarova and Kashlev, 1997; Nudler et al., 1997) . A constant 8 bp hybrid is supposed. Footprint changes arise from sliding of RNAP along DNA and RNA only after halting or upon arrest. Hairpin formation blocks sliding.
along the duplex to prevent dissociation (Kuriyan and of RNAP III detected kinetically by Matsuzaki et al. (1994) . This idea nicely explains the increase in apparent O 'Donnell, 1994) . Fourth, Nudler et al. (1997) have now shown directly K m for UTP as RNAP approaches the release point in a terminator U run (McDowell et al., 1994) . UTP-binding that the lateral stability of RNAP depends on the strength of the RNA:DNA hybrid. Incorporation of inosine in nawould be increasingly blocked by potential for slipping as the number of rU·dA basepairs increases, deceleratscent RNA increases sliding and arrest; incorporation of BrU decreases them.
ing chain elongation and raising apparent Km. This explanation has two important implications. First, Fifth, crosslinking of RNA to DNA is consistent with a constant 8 bp hybrid that shifts upstream upon backsince isomerization to the paused conformation involves formation of the nascent hairpin (see Wang et al., 1995) , ward sliding (Nudler et al., 1997) . This agrees with protection of 8-10 template DNA bases from KMnO 4 and efficient pausing or termination would require that hairpin formation be coordinated with the position of maxi-DEPC in halted TCs (Lee and Landick, 1992; Zaychikov et al., 1995) . However, some DNA bases within the hybrid mal deceleration. This could explain why substitutions that alter the potential for sliding near the pause site react with KMnO 4 or DEPC (not possible in a canonical A-type helix), suggesting it may be a flatter structure (detected as inchworm-like footprints; Wang et al., 1995 , and references therein) reduce pause efficiency. stabilized on the surface of RNAP (Lee and Landick, 1992) . This could facilitate sliding by avoiding the topoSecond, downstream DNA contacts also must contribute to lateral stability of the TC, since base substitulogical consequences of a moving helix. Does RNAP Slide into Pause and tions in downstream DNA can affect the potential for sliding. When present, extensive 3Ј-proximal U runs may Termination Conformations? To successfully explain pausing and termination, the reduce lateral stability so much that other interactions matter little. This could explain why U tracts frequently sliding-clamp model must account both for efficient formation of the paused intermediate and for the decision occur in terminators and arrest sites for T7 RNAP, E. coli RNAP, and all three eukaryotic RNAPs. Conversely, between escape and dissociation. Formation of the Paused Intermediate. Pausing effisites that depend on other interactions might be specific for a particular RNAP and might be important for differciency appears to be associated with the potential for sliding, since base substitutions that alter the inchwormential regulation when multiple RNAPs transcribe the same DNA (e.g., during growth of T7 phage). like footprints at pause signals can reduce pausing efficiency (Wang et al., 1995; Chan et al., 1997) . A possible Escape versus Dissociation. Sliding also may pertain to the pause versus termination decision. Once formed in reason is that the potential for the TC to slip while transcribing the 3Ј-proximal region slows RNAP enough to the paused TC, a pause or terminator hairpin would block the reverse threading of RNA necessary for backallow formation of the paused intermediate (Figure 1 ). Slow transcription might result either from actual slipwards sliding, locking RNAP in a single (paused) conformation. Whether the escape or termination pathway ping over multiple base pairs or from occlusion of the NTP-binding site by the RNA 3Ј NMP (the pretranslothen dominates would depend on the paused TC's stability and capacity for elongation. A terminator hairpin cated state of the active site), which could be caused by the same forces that lead to sliding upon halting (see that leaves only a 7-9 nt 3Ј-proximal region may disrupt critical RNA-RNAP contacts upstream from the hybrid, the translocational equilibrium model of Guajardo and Sousa, 1997) .
trap the TC with an unstable rU·dA-rich hybrid, and thus cause release to predominate over escape. These "minipauses" would have shorter half-lives than the strong signals that halt RNAP to await regulatory A pause hairpin, with its longer, less U-rich 3Ј-proximal region, may interact with RNAP and stabilize the paused factor interactions, and may be related to the slow states TC. However, since all four pause signal components the same potential for sliding, or do different, perhaps slowly interconverting, populations exhibit different independently and simultaneously slow escape of the his-paused TC (Chan et al., 1997) , the hairpin must properties during chain elongation? (a key implication of the inchworm model; see Uptain et al., 1997 , and somehow inhibit reactive alignment of the RNA 3Ј end and incoming NTP. Three possibilities are (i) hairpin forreferences therein). Answering these questions will require even more mation pulls the 3Ј OH out of the active site; (ii) hairpin interaction with RNAP locks the 3Ј OH into the NTPpowerful experimental approaches. Immediate priorities should be (i) the use of rapid footprinting and crosslinkbinding site; and (iii) the hairpin destabilizes the hybrid, causing the 3Ј end to fall out of the active site.
ing techniques or high-resolution single-molecule microscopy to examine changes in RNAP structure and Perspective At least four caveats apply to the sliding-clamp model.
DNA position on the timescale of normal chain elongation, (ii) elucidation of TC structure by electron or X-ray First, just as Chamberlin (1995) noted of the inchworm model, sliding has been detected only in halted TCs. At diffraction of crystals of RNAP, and (iii) study of RNAP movements in the presence of elongation factors and present, we cannot be certain how these movements relate to events that occur on the rapid timescale of conditions closer to those in vivo. transcription. It is formally possible that inchworm-like, Selected Reading flexible movements do occur as the TC elongates rapidly and lead to sliding once TCs are halted (a reversal of the
